INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
tion to the already known data to see if it is consistent
with present facts, and its employment to predict new facts
which are then searched for and, if found, held to be very
strong evidence of the correctness of the hypothesis. I
believe this outline to be true of all thought, both deductive
and inductive, but it is more obviously applicable to what
is commonly called induction, so let us begin with that side
of teaching. In Chapter XV a lesson on the common
pendulum was introduced as an illustration. Let us now
trace the details of such a lesson, considered as an exercise
in thinking. The problem, which we may suppose had
arisen in connection with inaccuracy in the school clock,
is to find how the rate of oscillation of a pendulum depends
upon its length. Simple experiments show that it is constant
for constant length (with small oscillations) and that the
rate increases, the pendulum swings more quickly, as it is
made shorter. The obvious next step is to measure the
length and the time of swing and put them down in black
and white for a number of cases. When this has been done
older pupils of college standing might find the square root
connection, or those of higher intelligence might find it,
with no more help. But with younger pupils the course of
events has to be stage-managed by th4 teacher if the class
is to have any chance of success. The proper time at which
to introduce any problem to a class is when their habits
of methodical thinking and experiment have reached
such a development that not too much " stage-managing "
is needed. In the present case a little change in the form of
the problem at a certain moment makes all the difference.
Suppose we start with a yard-long pendulum and see how
often it swings through the position of rest in one minute,
and say that it is found to do so 58 times. Then the next
question may be worded in two ways, either
(a) How many times would  a  2-yard pendulum swing in   »
minute ?   or
(6) How long would a 2-yard pendulum take to swing 58 times ?
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